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Notes from the OC

ne of the great pleasures in life is
the privilege of saying “Thank You”
to someone for a job well done
or a service rendered voluntarily. It is my
immediate intent to indulge in that privilege.
In no particular order, I want to commend
some fellow Frasers for their recent actions.
To Lieutenants Tom Meredith and David
McDonald, and to Captain Amerigo Sordi
for stepping up and helping during the
hectic run-up to income tax season by
getting the requisite tax receipts into
the mail. Gentlemen, you are to be
commended.
To LCol John Stirling for
un
der
taking to chair the Devel
opment Committee and meeting
and surpassing the dollar target
set for him. And to those Officers
whose donations helped LCol Stirling
in this endeavour. You know who you
are. Thank you.
To LCol David Clark for stepping up
and taking on the duty as Captain of the
Henchmen, and continuing the important
work of Bursaries to young soldiers of
Canada’s military. Thank you, and your fel
low Henchmen.
As you will see from all this, York is a
busy Garrison. Captain Charles Hill, our
PMC, is currently putting in place our next
Regimental Dinner. We have, traditionally,
one Dinner a year at which new Milady
candidates are inducted. Our 2015 Bear
Hackle Award Dinner, with Miladies,
is planned for Friday evening, the 16th
of October. We are truly honoured that
Brigadier-General John Fletcher, Chaplain

General of Canada’s Armed Forces, and
Honorary Chaplain to Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth, has accepted our invitation to be
this year’s recipient. More on this “not-tobe-missed” event later from the PMC.
Brevet-Major Gerry Nudds, our Ad
jutant, has been in communication with
Simon, Lord Lovat, our Colonel-in-Chief,
and we are hopeful that he will be in Canada
in October, and can join us at the Bear
Hackle Dinner.
The morning following the Bear
Hackle Dinner our Padre, Captain
Malcolm Sinclair, will once
again be conducting our annual
“Ceremony of Honours” at Metro
politan United, our Garrison Kirk.
This report, or OC’s Comments,
seems to have taken on a life of its
own. On and on it goes. I do want to
return to a word regarding our Miladies.
I am advised that they will be holding their
annual Miladies’ Tea in early Summer, date
to be determined. Milady Marsha Nudds
and Milady Lorraine Murray are doing
the organising duties, for which I am most
grateful.
One last comment for this edition. It
should be apparent that we are indeed a
busy Garrison and Officers of the Command
Group are a hard-working and dedicated lot.
It occurs to me that they might just welcome
some “Je suis Prest” offers of assistance.
You will find their co-ordinates in your copy
of the Muster Roll.
Slainte mhor!
Major Richard Dodds, HMH, OHG.
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Diwali festival and the Honourable Guard

Diwali, the festival of lights was
celebrated on October 22, 2014 where
the 78th Fraser Highlanders acted as an
honour guard to the Honourable Kathleen
Wynne, Premier of Ontario.
Diwali is the biggest and brightest
Indian festival lasting 5 days, it is the
happiest holiday in India. People clean
and decorate their homes where gifts are
exchanged amongst family members. The
festival culminates in a massive fireworks
display with prayers offered to Lakshmi,
the goddess of wealth and prosperity.
Diwali is celebrated by Hindus, Jains,
and Sikhs to mark different historical
events, folklores, and myths, which all
symbolize the victory of light over dark
ness, the good over evil, in keeping with
our highlander spirit.
Acting as an honour guard to various
dignitaries is a role that Frasers take on
proudly and look forward to the next
opportunity.

Upcoming events

We have some great upcoming events:
June 9th, 2015 – AGM & Stoakley Memorial BBQ at AHOM
– $25.00 cost to Officers; focus on OHG requirements and
presentation. Cash bar will be available for your enjoyment.
June 13th, 2015 – Georgetown Highland Games – OHG for
Chieftain and MC; pipes and drums required; full musket squad;
all Officers welcome – Blazer Order for those NOT in Scarlets
August 15th, 2015 – Warriors Day Parade – OHG full parade;
musket squad and piper requirements; all Officers welcome –
Blazer Order for those NOT in Scarlets
Oct 16th, 2015 – Bear Hackle Dinner; Brig Gen John Fletcher
recipient; Mixed/Dinning in at The Albany Club – hopes that
Lord Lovat is attending – costs to be determined
Oct 17th, 2015 – Ceremony of Honour; at the Kirk/Metro
politan United Church – Padre coordinating; hopes that Lord
Lovat in attendance – light lunch provided
Dec 8th, 2015 – Christmas Gathering – open to all Officers
following CGM; at the AHOM – no costs to Officers. Cash bar will
be available for your enjoyment.
Also remember that we have Drill Practices occur once per month
on the 3rd Thursday at the Denison Armoury – 1 Yukon Lane,
Toronto. All members of the Honourable Guards are expected in
attendance, if you are not a member of the Horourable guard but
would like to attend drill practice, please contact LCol Paul Murray,
OHG 2 i/C to confirm your attendance.
And the Command Group Meetings – Once per Month on the
2nd Tuesday.

Note: All dates are subject to change.

Padre’s Corner
By Captain the Reverend Dr. Malcolm Sinclair, HMH

T

he Officer Commanding concluded a recent Com
mand Group meeting by challenging us to reconsider
the purpose of our organization. Good
assignment. We are committed to giving a
ceremonial and practical presence to one of the
first fighting forces in the New World. We are
proudly Scottish. We bring lifetimes of personal
experience, talent and accomplishment. In
truth, our numbers are small and our years
considerable. We all have busy, other lives.
The Frasers are a theme we love, in which we take pride,
and which, like fine whisky, sits on our cabinet top until an
occasion brings it out.
Regiments are raised to fight. They rise and focus their
energy around battles. All ceremony, all memory, all past
glories can make soldiers dull boys. Perhaps the Frasers
need to fight against something harmful to the nation and
for something vital to it. Enemies of all kind abound. Pick
your battle, skirls the pipes, fall in, and charge the front.
It strikes me that we are sending the wrong demographic
to war. The young have their lives unfolding before them.
The young are still waking up to the world. Arm the old.
Send in the old. The ones who know things, direct things,
recall the long wave. Armies were raised to fight, to get
their hand dirty, to pay a price. Those stipulations still ring
true, and such bells heard among us would soon bring the
Frasers to attention. Imagine. Our lads in the front lines of
something that costs much and makes all the difference.
This is the stuff of legend, song and glory.
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By Captain the Reverend
Dr. Malcolm Sinclair, HMH

R

emembrance Day is perhaps the
most deeply gripping and emo
tional public offering of the year.
On it we wrestle with tragedy and valour,
sacrifice and loss, seeking to keep alive
the names and personalities of young
men and women who went to war in
needful times. The words matter. They
come from the deepest recesses of our
spirits. Traditions matter. The flags and
banners, the soldiers standing honour
guard, the poppies, the wreathed, the
“old sweats”, the pipes and drums, the

Remembrance Day
canons and the fly-past. Perhaps it is the
two minute of silence that takes us to the
tender spot. As the flags gently touch the
ground, each observer makes peace with
a profound reality of battle and death.
Victory must always be guarded against
abuse as much as war prevention must
always be sought.
The York Garrison musters on
Remem
brance Sunday at Metropolitan
United Church, our garrison church,
to march in the Colours, and offer the
Great Sword before the Sacred. The

congregation joins our troops in worship
to present an ageless, timeless Canadian
response to this day. Afterwards, in the
front park, the Honourable Guard parades
and our Musket Men fire suitable rounds
in salute to the fallen.
Remembrance Day demands a deep
and visceral response to such titanic
human events. The Swords and Scarlets
of our Fraser Highlanders sets the right
tone in dignity and historic national pride.
The tradition continues.

Christmas Dinner 2014

T

By Capt Charles Hill, PMC

he York Garrison held their annual
Christmas Gathering on Dec 9th,
2014 at the Armour Heights Of
ficers Mess. A total of 25 Officers were
in attendance and all enjoyed turkey
with stuffing, tatters and neets and of
course Christmas Haggis. There was
also a draw for a fine bottle of Highland
Park single malt that was won by Ensign
Frank Gosling who generously shared

with all. We also had a special visit
from Santa Clause himself wearing the
traditional red suit and as one would
expect the Fraser tartan Kilt. Clearly it
was confirmed that Santa is of Scottish
decent. Note your calendars for next
year Christmas Gathering that is planned
to be held on Dec 8th 2015 again at the
AHOM.”
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Robbie Burns Dinner
– National Club

he celebration of Robbie Burns
day is a tradition dating back
to the early 19th Century to
remember the famous Scottish
Poet. As Scots worldwide meet
to celebrate and remember the words of
a soul of Scotland, we are reminded of
what it means to be a Scotsman, beyond
our provenance, ancestry, or creed; the
very soul of a Scotsman is presented to
the world.
This year, it was no different as
members of the 78th Fraser Highlander,
York Garrison were invited to provide
some true Scottish flair to the Robbie
Burns celebrations at the National Club.
As Fraser Guards were posted to greet
the guests to this celebration, we were
seranaded by the billowing of pipes
by 78th own pipes. Members of the
Honourable guard made sure to provide
an experience true to Robbie Burns on
this night.
Our OC, Maj Richard Dodds pro
vided the address To A Haggis, while
our padres blessed our gathering. As the
evening ajourned to the bar, a satisfaction
fit for Robbie Burns settled over those
gathered as we remembered his words:

“O thou, my muse!
guid auld Scotch drink!
whether thro’ wimplin worms thou jink,
Or, richly brown, ream owre the brink,
In glorious faem,
Inpire me, till I lisp an’ wink,
To sing thye name!”
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Change of Command
Mixed Dining-In

T

he Mixed Dining-In which fol
lowed the change of command
from then Maj (now LCol)
Jonathan Avery to Maj Richard Dodds.
The AHOM outdid themselves with
a sumptuous dinner which was well
received by all present. The head table,
asides from the usual suspects with their
spouses included Col Robert Darling
who had flown in for the Change of

Command. The address to the Haggis
was top notch and the pipers provided
excellent music for the evening. It was
definitely an evening not to be missed
but in a way the dinner was only a
pale prelude to the Bear Hackle Mixed
Dining-in this October in the presence
of out Colonel in Chief, Lord Lovat. Be
sure to book early.
More pics on page 8
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Fraser is eight months old and growing bigger every day. Already he weighs in at 74 pounds and
is definitely one of the largest puppies in his litter. Fraser lives a very busy life; he begins his day
with a nice long walk to school with his puppy raiser and her children. After that it’s off to work or
depending on the day, a trip to the bank, grocery store or mall where he enjoys meeting new
people. Fraser is not timid or shy and has no problem transitioning to new environments. Because Fraser is very calm and gentle he is always welcome at the local library where he likes to
explore the many bookshelves and children’s area; sometimes he even sneaks in a nap.

Lovat is now eight months old and enjoying his first winter. Like most of our dogs he loves the
snow; truly LOVES the snow; playing in it, lying down in it, rolling in it and pitching it up in the air.
On Monday nights Lovat attends Puppy Class with his siblings, under the direction of NSD’s
Breeding Manager, Garry, where he learns new skills and maintains his current training. Lovat is
assigned homework each week, a particular skill that he works on for his next class. By increasing expectations in class gradually, Lovat remains motivated; of course food rewards and physical
praise help keep him on track.

Every Monday night Fraser attends Puppy Class with his siblings, under the direction of NSD’s
Breeding Manager, Garry, where he learns new skills and maintains his current training. Fraser is
assigned homework each week, a particular skill that he works on for his next class. By increasing expectations in class gradually, Fraser remains motivated; of course food rewards and physical praise help keep him on track.

Lovat is being socialized well and his life experiences are growing daily. He has attended classes
with his Puppy Raiser at the University of Guelph. This unique setting has taught Lovat to relax in
a classroom environment, something that will serve him well once he begins his career as a certified service dog.

Fraser visits with his fellow puppies-in-training at National Service Dogs’ headquarters once a
week and loves free run and play time in the leash-free park. His best friend is his puppy raiser’s
dog, Scout. Although Fraser is bigger than Scout, he is very respectful of Scout’s position in the
family home and does not try to be “top dog”. This early socialization to other dogs, not just those
in his litter, will serve Fraser well when he begins his Advanced Training.

In his downtime, Lovat enjoys two walks daily and playing fetch with his Kong. He visits with his
fellow puppies-in-training at National Service Dogs’ headquarters about once a week and loves
free run and play time in the leash-free park.

Thank you for your continued support of NSD Fraser Your kindness ensures Fraser receives the
training and care necessary to help him progress as a certified service dog. What program will
Fraser graduate to? Autism? PTSD? Canine Assisted Intervention? Time will tell what unique
abilities Fraser brings to NSD’s programs, but thanks to you he is receiving the education he
needs to be a success!

Thank you for your continued support of NSD Lovat. Your kindness ensures Lovat receives the
training and care necessary to help him progress as a certified service dog. What program will
Lovat graduate to? Autism? PTSD? Canine Assisted Intervention? Time will tell what unique
abilities Lovat brings to NSD’s programs, but thanks to you he is receiving the education he needs
to be a success!

Fundraising Appeal Update
By LCol John B Stirling
At the mid- point
of the Development
Committee’s mandate,
it is encouraging to
report that we have
slightly exceeded the
original target, by
receiving just under
$11,000 in donations.
This is the
result of thiry one
contributions, of
which two were
extremely generous.
Many thanks to all of you for
your support.
Our success so far has confirmed
that we will be able to participate in
the Service Dog program for those
veterans suffering from PTSD, for

whom the availability
of one of these specially
trained dogs may well be
a lifesaver.
If you have not yet
made your donation,
please do so now in order
that we can achieve our
next target. If you see
that one of your fellow
officers has not donated
yet, please give him a
call, and encourage him
to do so as well!
As our Garrison activities continue
through this year, we hope to report
the continued success of our program.
Please send any cheques to the
following address, made out to the
78th Frasers, York Garrison.

Donor list
Anderson, Stuart
Avery, Jonathon
Cayen, Greg
Dodds, Richard
Goffart, Lionel
Gosling, Frank
Harris, Donald
Hutchinson, Julien
Jeffery, Carlo
King, Michael
Maclellan, Donald A
Mak, Derwin
McGregor, John
McPhail, David
Meredith, Thomas W
Nudds, G A
Sibbald, John
Sinclair, Malcom
Stirling, Peter J
Stirling, John B
Stirling, John H
Thomson, Donald M
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The Life of
a President of
the Mess Committee
(PMC)

I

t is interesting that when you
assume the role of the PMC,
you assume you are chairing a
committee of people who will help
coordinate the events for our very
special dinners. What you end up
finding out it tends to be a committee
of one. Of course there are people
who offer to help but in the end you
pretty much drive the show yourself.
The end result however is watching
the enjoyment of fellow Officers at
the event and the honour to represent
and maintain the traditions of our
Garrison and Regiment.
What the Command Group are
looking to do is to have events that are
fun and enjoyable along with being
traditional and cost effective. That is
the Scottish fabric within us. It is my
intention to do a few different things
to share the experience of either the
Henchmen or Officers Honourable
Guard with demonstrations, presen
tations and make the dinners more
exciting. We also intend to look at
other venues to help keep costs down
so everyone has a chance to participate.
The effort to coordinate a Regi
mental Dinner or Event really doesn’t
have any threshold in regards to num
bers. Whether you have 40 Officers
attend or 140, the same requirements,
coordination and support is expended.
This is why to a PMC, the true thanks
for your energies are a good turn out
and lots of fun. I hope that I conduct
my duties over the next two years in
such a way that we have more Officers
out to our functions and we enjoy
the company and traditions that our
Garrison and Regiment represents.
I thank you for your continued
support.
Captain Charles Hill - PMC

More
Robbie Burns
– National
Dinner
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Note
from the
Communications
Office:
We welcome the second edition of a
newsletter for communications with our
members. Our goals with this newsletter
is to provide a forum with which to reach
our members near and far with updates
of our Regimental accomplishments
through articles and pictures. We hope
to provide two (2) printings a year at
the start with the goal of ramping up to
quarterly newsletters.
We cannot achieve this goal without
your help, we would very much ap
preciate hearing from you whether with
articles or pictures from events (now
or in the past). If you could for
ward
any articles, writings, or pictures to
78fraser.highlander@gmail.com we will
work to get them into our next printing.
I hope that this newsletter has helped
you connect or reconnect with the 78th
Regiment, Second Highland Battalion
of Foot and look forward to many more
newsletters.

